International Declaration of Architects, Tbilisi, October 1st 2012

– Participants of the international conference – “Sustainable architecture in the regional context”, which was held in Tbilisi on October 1st 2012, dedicated to International Architects day,
– UIA officials,
– representatives of national sections of UIA,
– Forum of Architects of Black see Region, ACE, joining to the main message of UIA for the International Architects day 2012 –“Architects are City changers”.

Consider the UN Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (2005-2014) and unanimously adopt the « International Declaration of Architects, » Tbilisi, October 1st 2012 and declare:

The responsibility and significance of role of Architects, the absolute need of professional qualification and the regulation of architecture practice, among this establishment of a continuing professional development system for the sustainable and harmonious development of the world's communities is indispensable.

Therefore, Recognize the importance of establishing universal international standards in architecture practice and note that the UNESCO/UIA CHARTER for Architectural Education, the UIA ACCORD on Recommended International Standards of Professionalism in Architectural Practice, and the Copenhagen Declaration, SUSTAINABLE BY DESIGN, should be taken into account while elaborating of politics on architecture practice and education.

Address to governments, discision-makers at every level, all stakeholders to fully recognise the role of architects and to promote of establishment to respect professional opinion.

Call to architects, due to the new challenges in the modern world, to increase the awareness of professional responsibility in a maximum sense, bearing in mind the best interest of society, thus to maintain and develop professional qualification and protect national and international professional Ethical standards, to ensure sustainable built environment for the present society and future generation.

Albert Dubler, UIA President
01/10/2012
1. Albert Dubler- President of UIA-France
2. Secretary General of UIA- Elbarmaki Michel- Lebanon
3. Virginia Louise Cox - Immediate Past-President of UIA – Australia
4. Patricia Emmett- Treasurer of UIA- DURBAN
5. Antonio Raffaele Riverso- Vice-President Region I of UIA-Italy
6. Deniz Incedayi - Vice –President Region II of UIA- Turkey
7. Thomas Vonier- Vice- President Region III of UIA- USA
8. Hayder Ahmed Ali - Vice-President Region V of UIA- Sudan
9. Nicolas Jelansky- Director of Administration of UIA- France
10. Laszlo Foldes-UIA Council Member Region II of UIA- Hongrie
11. Nikolaos Fintikakis- UIA Council Member Region II of UIA-Greece
12. Jerzy Grochulski- UIA Council Member Region II of UIA-Poland
13. Fernando Ramos Gilino- Chairman of Architectural education commision of UIA- Spain
14. Tomaz Kancler- Chairman of International competition commission of UIA-Germany
15. Andrey Taranov-Moscow Union of Architects, Vice-President-Russia
16. Georgi Bakalovi- Bulgarian Union of Architects, President- Bulgaria
17. Elizabeth Siola- President of the Greek UIA National Section-Greece
18. Akmurza Rustambekov- azakhistan Union of Architects, President-Kazakhstan
19. Alexander Korbut- Belarus Union of Architects, President-Belarus
20. Frederic Ragot- French Order of Architect,Chairman of the Chamber/ Head of the French delegation at ACE -France
21. Valsamo Valassa- Representative from Greece-Greece
22. Farxad Molazade- Azerbaijan Union of Architects, Vice-President –Azerbaijan
23. David Abuladze-Georgian Union of Architects, President- Georgia

Georgian Union of Architects, President

David Abuladze